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Abstract 
Cameron, P.J., Almost all quasigroups have rank 2, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 
111-115. 
It is shown that, for almost a11 quasigroups Q, the multiplication group Mlt(Q) is symmetric or 
alternating. 
1. Introduction 
Let Q be a quasigroup of order n (a set of cardinality n with a binary operation 
. such that, for any a, b E Q, the equations a - x = b and y - a = b are uniquely 
solvable for x and y). The multiplication group Mlt(Q) is the group of 
permutations of Q generated by the translations h, :x ++ a * x and p. :x ++ x - a, 
for all a E Q. For the importance of Mlt(Q) in the study of Q (and especially its 
character theory), we refer to Smith [lo], Johnson and Smith [7]. 
At the Open University Conference on Algebraic Combinatorics, 29 November 
1991, J.D.H. Smith asked the question: is it true that, for almost all quasigroups 
Q, Mlt(Q) is 2-transitive? (If Mlt(Q) is 2-transitive, then Q has just two 
conjugacy classes, and its character theory is trivial. We say that almost all 
quasigroups have property 9 if the proportion of quasigroups of order n which 
have property 9 tends to 1 as n+ ~0.) I prove here that the question has an 
affirmative answer: in fact, for almost all Q, the group generated by the left 
translations A-, (a E Q) is symmetric or alternating. 
The multiplication table of a quasigroup with elements 1, . . . , n is a Latin 
square; conversely, any Latin square is the multiplication table of a quasigroup. 
The left translation & of the quasigroup is just the ath row of the Latin square 
(regarded as a permutation of (1, . . . , n)). So the claim above is equivalent to the 
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following result, where A(A) is the group of permutations generated by the rows 
of the Latin square A. 
Theorem. For almost all Latin squares A, the group A(A) generated by the rows 
of A i.v the symmetric or alternating group. 
The result is very plausible. By Dixon’s theorem [3], almost all pairs of 
permutations generate the symmetric or alternating group; and a positive 
proportion of all pairs of permutations (e-l, in the limit) occurs as the first two 
rows of a Latin square. The problem is that different pairs of permutations have 
differing numbers of ‘extensions’ to Latin squares. Nevertheless, I conjecture that 
almost all Latin squares have the property that the first two rows generate the 
symmetric or alternating group. 
Now I outline the strategy I will adopt. Let S,, and A,, be the symmetric and 
alternating groups on (1, . . . , n}. I use the term maximal subgroup to mean a 
subgroup H of S,, such that H < K< S, implies K = A,,. Thus, if a set S of 
permutations does not generate S, or A,, then it is contained in a maximal 
subgroup. Moreover, the group generated by the rows of a Latin square is 
obviously transitive. So an upper bound for the number of Latin squares A with 
A(A) #S,, A, is C IHI”, where the summation is over the transitive maximal 
subgroups H. Now primitive maximal subgroups are small, and imprimitive 
maximal subgroups can be described completely, so this sum can be bounded 
above. On the other hand, it is well known that a lower bound for the number of 
Latin squares follows from the proof of van der Waerden’s permanent conjecture 
by Egorychev [4] and Falikman [S] (see van Lint [8] for an accessible account of 
Egorychev’s argument). The only maximal subgroup so large that special 
treatment is required is the stabilizer of a partition into two sets of size n/2 (if n is 
even). 
Note that the argument does not require the classification of finite simple 
groups. 
2. Outline of the proof 
According to the van der Waerden Permanent Conjecture, the permanent of a 
doubly stochastic matrix of order n is at least n!/n”. (The lower bound is realized 
only by the matrix with every entry l/n; but we do not require this refinement.) 
Hence if a set system has an n x n adjacency matrix with row and column sums k, it 
has at least n!(k/n)” systems of distinct representatives. It is well known that the 
number of ways of adding a row to an r x n Latin rectangle is equal to the 
number of SDRs of such a set system, with k = n - r [6, Theorem 5.1.51. Hence 
the number L(n) of Latin squares of order n is at least 
” 
/!z 0 n! + n (n!)“” n =7, n 
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Note that this number is roughly (n!)n/en2; the numerator of this expression is the 
number of n-tuples of permutations, hence a trivial upper bound for the number 
of Latin squares. 
Let H be a maximal subgroup. The number of Latin squares A with A(A) G H 
does not exceed [HI”. Most maximal subgroups have exponentially large index in 
S,; as long as there are not too many such subgroups, the contribution is 0(,5(n)). 
3. Primitive subgroups 
We use the following bound. This has been proved by elementary means (not 
using the classification of finite simple groups) for groups which are not 
2-transitive by Babai [l], and in general by Pyber [9]. Of course, use of the 
classification allows much more powerful estimates [2]; but this is good enough 
for our purpose. 
Proposition. For E > 0 and suficiently large n, a primitive subgroup of S,, 
different from S, and A,,, has order at most 2”“‘+‘. 
From this we can estimate the number of primitive subgroups of S,. (This 
bound is far from the truth, but will suffice.) We use the fact that a group of order 
m can be generated by at most logm elements. (Here, as in what follows, 
logarithms are to the base 2.) So a primitive group other than S, or A, can be 
generated by at most II *‘2+E elements. So the number of primitive groups of degree 
n does not exceed the number of choices of this many elements of S,, which is 
(n!) n”2ta. As we saw, a primitive group of order m accounts for at most m” Latin 
squares. So the number of Latin squares A for which A(A) is primitive but not S,, 
or A, is at most 
(n !) nm+E . y+p, 
which is clearly 0(,5(n)). 
4. Most imprimitive groups 
Maximal imprimitive subgroups are easy to describe: they are the stabilizers of 
partitions of the n points into k sets of size m, where n = km and k, m > 1. The 
number of subgroups of this form, with fixed k and m, is the index in S,, of the 
stabilizer H of such a partition. So an upper bound for the number of Latin 
squares A with A(A) contained in a conjugate of H is 
IS, : HI . Ifly = n! . ply-‘. 
The largest value of this bound occurs when k is smallest. For fixed k, the bound 
is O((n!)“/(k - E)“‘). Comparing this to our estimate for L(n), we see that it is 
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o(L(n)) if k>e+ E, i.e., k 3 3. Morover, there are d(n) - 2 such partitions, 
where d(n) is the number of divisors of n; and d(n) 6 n. So the contribution from 
all such subgroups is o(L(n)). 
5. Partitions with two parts 
The subgroups not handled above are those fixing partitions with two parts of 
size n 12. Such a subgroup has index (2 - E)” in S,, and so more refined 
techniques are needed. 
Lemma. The number of permutations in S,, (for n even) which map some (n/2)- 
set to its complement is the square of the number of l-factors on { 1, . . . , n}, viz. 
(103.5. * * (n - l))? 
Proof. A permutation maps some (n/2)-set to its complement if and only if all its 
cycles have even length. We define a many-to-many correspondence between 
such permutations and the pairs of l-factors. 
Given a pair of l-factors, its union is a divalent graph, consisting of a union of 
cycles of even length. If r of these cycles have length greater than 2, then there 
are 2’ permutations with this cycle structure (since we may choose an orientation 
of each cycle of length greater than 2). 
Conversely, given a permutation with all its cycles of even length, the divalent 
graph whose cycles correspond naturally to the cycles of the permutation can be 
partitioned into two l-factors in 2’ ways, where again r is the number of cycles of 
length greater than 2. 
So the number of such permutations and the number of pairs of l-factors are 
equal. Cl 
Now the proportion of elements of S, which have all cycles of even length is 
which tends to 0 as n + w (i.e., the infinite product nial (1 - 1/2i) diverges). 
Let A be a Latin square for which A(A) preserves a partition into two parts. 
Then half of the rows of A are permutations which interchange (rather than fix) 
the two parts. So half of all such Latin squares have the property that their first 
row interchanges the two parts. Since any permutation occurs as the first row of a 
constant number of Latin squares, the number of Latin squares whose first rows 
interchange two (n/2)-sets is o(L(n)). So the number of Latin squares A such that 
A(A) ties a partition with two parts is o(L(n)). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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Remark. The argument in this section suggests the following conjecture: 
Almost all permutations JG E S, have the property that the only transitive 
subgroups of S, containing n are S,, and A,. 
This conjecture would immediately imply the theorem of this paper. However, 
the comparative slowness of divergence of the infinite product in this section 
suggests that the conjecture is fairly delicate. 
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